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PLAZA PARADISO HOTEL
mendoza - ARGENTINA - 2011 realized

A  de luxe family-hotel in a small center with commercial and cultural spaces as well as 

gastronomic area with restaurants.

the swimming pool



top: room - down: the terrace





ANSE DE
CANELLE

corsica - FRANCE - under construction

The resort is nestled into the rolling hills overlooking the ocean, an area of great natural value.

The integration of a green roof creates buildings that almost become invisible with its surroundings.

It allows each villa to have an extra green garden space where one can enjoy the spectacular views of the bay.

right: views of the villas
next pages: aerial view of the resort  - swimming pool

left: aerial view -  top & down views of th e project



view from the room



the swiming pool



panoramic floor



Technology and Italian design creating refined and 

original spaces. Positioned in a residential area of 

high historical value the complex holds both resi-

dential, offices and commercial activities. 

lview of the tower technology room

HOTEL 
MICHELANGELO 
mendoza - ARGENTINA - under construction



DANCING TOWERS HOTEL
dubai - UAE -2013 concept

Two towers that “dance together”.

This is the philosophy behind this project, thou-

ght to be built on an artificial island surrounded 

by the ocean and connected to the city.

The luxury hotel with its panoramic centered 

terrace allows a 360 degree view of the sur-

rounding landscape.

panoramic hall



the tower



view of the tower



Project for an iconic panoramic tower.

The last floors host a luxurious hotel and it’s 

facilities, while the first floors have a thematic 

apart hotel with large spaces for artistic events, 

show rooms, workshops, temporary events 

and exhibitions.

The top floor has a luxurious restaurant with a 

turning terrace that offers a 360° view.

RAS
AL KHAIMAH
TOWER
ras al khaimah - UAE - 2013 concept

top: panoramic terrace - down: the entrance



The project covers an area of 18,000 m² with 

volumes arranged in an arch-shape and placed 

along a central golf course.

All the units have views overlooking the golf 

courses and swimming pool area.

Great respect has been taken to the 

environment being situated within a park with a 

Venetian lagoon.

TEE 10
GOLF JESOLO
RESORT
jesolo - ITALY - under construction

top & down: detail of the facade



left: residence -  top & down: direct views onto the green



Proposal for the renovation of a hotel part of the 

‘Tourist Management of Tlemcen’ group. 

The hotel includes  a hammam, restaurant and 

multi-purpose halls.

Aspects studied include energy conservation, 

water recycling, use of new technology 

systems and new coatings, which are applied 

to the existing structure

top: detail of the facade - dow: the spa - right : views of the hotel

HOTEL
EL FORSANE

wilaya de Saida - ALGERIE - 2013 concept





view of the hotelview of the hotel



Proposal for the renovation of a hotel part of the 

‘Tourist Management of Tlemcen’ group.

The project is part of a process of modernization 

of 6 hotel facilities related with hammam, and 

has a common philosophy of preservation 

of tradition combined with the most modern 

techniques in terms of energy savings while 

giving each structure a unique aspect.

view of the hotel

HOTEL
LA TAFNA
wilaya de tlemcen - ALGERIE - 2013 
concept



the facade



Proposal for the renovation of a spa area part 

of the ‘Tourist Management of Tlemcen’ group.

The area includes hotels, bungalows, 

restaurants, sports areas, shopping center.

With the use of new technology systems and 

new coatings, which are applied to the existing 

structure, it can become an example for the 

global marketing entity EGTT.

HAMMAM
BOUGHRARA
wilaya de tlemcen - ALGERIE-  2013 
concept



Located on an artificial island, this luxury hotel 

includes exclusive boutiques, a spa area, gyms, 

restaurants and bars.

The building integrates with its surroundings 

thanks to its wavey shaped roof reminiscent of 

the ocean’s waves.

All aspects of design and function have been 

carefully studied in order to provide the highest 

level of comfort.

LOTUS
HOTEL
dubai - UAE-  2013 concept



views of the project



Project for one business and directional hotel, 

being a central part in a wider project of the new 

master-plan of the city and surrounding areas.

BUSINESS
HOTEL

saletto - ITALY - 2010 proposal

the hotel with the park



left, top, down: views of the hotel 



view of the concept



H2 RESIDENCES - HOTEL - high tech
abu dhabi - UAE - 2013 concept

Project for the development of eco-friendly homes & hotel in the desert that can 

withstand the severe local climate with minimum land resources. The landscape was 

both a challenge and inspiration during the design process. 



aerial view



top & down: views of the concept



right, down: views of the concept

Project for the development of eco-friendly homes & hotel in the desert that can 

withstand the severe local climate with minimum land resources. The landsca-

pe was both a challenge and inspiration during the design process. 

H2 RESIDENCES - HOTEL
nature
abu dhabi - UAE - 2013 concept





Project for a hotel along the shores of an artificial 

lake in the region in a touristic area.

The facility also includes a meeting room and a 

large natural park-land.

left & right: views of the hotel

HOTEL BAHIA 
DEL POTRERO

san luis - ARGENTINA - proposal
top: panoramic terrace - down: the entrance



the hotel with swimming pool



left: the hotel  - swimming pool



Project for a hotel in a highly touristic inland area.

The structure is surrounded by greenery and 

mountains and nestled into a large park. 

HOTEL
BALCONES
DEL POTRERO
san luis - ARGENTINA - proposal

the entrance



bolzano, march 2003 : inauguration of the office

ARCH. RENZO GENNARO
senior partner & founder 

WORK ARCHITECTS

WORK ARCHITECTS is a permanent laboratory of architecture where the main 
objective is to guarantee the  high level of professional quality of the architects. 

The intricate weaving of competences and the variety of interdisciplinary collabo-
rations creates the unique community of resources necessary for the creation of 
the complete architectural projects that we offer. It is also at the core of the spirit 
of who shares this ambitious plan. 

The members of the group are stimulated to improve their own specific skills and 
at the same time being inspired by the different work groups competences. The 
intricate web of knowledge and capability both within the WORK ARCHITECTS 
group and beyond  is part in being part of an incomparable asset. 

GEOSS ENGINEERING

The partnership was founded in 1998 to orga-
nize the architectural complexity of the pro-
duction process  and to increase the control 
on quality of the overall project.
Since then it has been coordinating  many   
works as:

•	 Planning of territory, either in large scale 
or in effective works

•	 Engineering works within architectural 
and technological projects

•	 Leadership of complex works and quali-
ty control on projects and fulfilments



All the materials in this site (photos, texts, drawings etc...) belong to WORK ARCHITECTS if not differently specified.
The reproduction even partial of the material in the site, with any mean, analogical or digital, is not permitted without the written agreement of WORK ARCHITECTS.
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